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In praise of sectional timing
The article on sectional timing in the March edition of the
Kingsley Klarion got me thinking.  1985 marked the start of 17
years of my contributing regular columns on sectional timing to
Pacemaker, The Weekender et al. Some derided my efforts;
nowadays even the naysayers sing from my hymn sheet.

Yet in the land of the blind, the one-eyed man had his uses.
Well do I recall standing beside Messrs Goode or Holt relaying
'live' information to C4 viewers on a Group One race. Was the
early pace slow or fast (for track, distance, and prevailing
conditions)? And what were the likely repercussions? 

Analysing the rhythm of these cat-and-mouse tactical affairs
where the telling injection of pace might occur at any stage was
my raison d'etre. How were they decided? What were the
'running profiles' of these elite performers? Were they 'grinders'
akin to Reference Point who shone off a sustained gallop, or
'kickers' with blinding acceleration like Dancing Brave? One of
the biggest operations recognised the implications: seeking
assurance how a race was run and whether X or Y was a
grinder or a kicker. 'Do we need a pacemaker to force the pace

for a grinder? Or one to slow it up for a kicker?
In 1997 C4 twice showcased sectional timing. Before the

Eclipse I asserted odds-on Bosra Sham could be overturned in
a five-runner renewal, because fractions suggested she was a
grinder. Compromised by a pedestrian gallop, I argued, she
could be exposed. And that's what happened; Pilsudski (11/2)
beat her by two lengths. 

Five weeks later a second prediction proved accurate in a
four-runner Juddmonte International. Bosra Sham was again
odds-on and running without a pacemaker. Might she force the
pace this time? Singspiel's running profile suggested he could
cope with that, and prevail if it came to a sprint down the
straight. Singspiel (4/1) beat her by four lengths. Two from two
was glowing testimony to clocking fractions.

Fractions/splits, for some reason, have morphed into
'sectionals' nowadays and become mired in formulae.
Appreciating the value of sectional times is not astrophysics;
it's as much an art as a science. Racehorses are athletes not
robots; there's a limit to quantifying body and soul. T'would be
a shame if racegoers were put off sectional times through
numbers fatigue. I'm reminded of Jonny Wilkinson, from the
only other sport on which I might venture a worthwhile
opinion. We could appreciate his outstanding worth as a player
by watching him make the complicated appear simple. But,
now, as a pundit, he makes the simple sound complicated
through soporific analysis overload. 

I do hope racing's acceptance, and appreciation, of sectional
timing doesn't fall foul of similarly needless elaboration.

MICHAEL TANNER
Sleaford, Lincs

The yard that shows the way!
I recently travelled to the Johnston Racing yard in

Middleham to interview Sophy Scott, the winner of this year’s
David Nicholson Newcomer Award at the Godolphin Stud and
Stable Staff Awards.

I have known Sophy since she was a trainee at the British
Racing School in the spring of 2017 and have followed her
progress, as I do all those we place into jobs with racehorse
trainers  –  some 185 young people last year -- and was lucky
to attend the ceremony in London where she deservedly won.

We could not have been made to feel more welcome at the
yard, with Mark, Deirdre and Mikaelle all giving up their time
on a busy morning. I wish to applaud Johnston Racing on the
working practices at Kingsley Park. It is so heartening to see a
trainer have faith in young people, give them responsibility
and help them to flourish. We all have a huge job recruiting
young people into the industry. We all know what a fantastic
career it is. But it is refreshing to see such career progression
within a well-structured organisation and hopefully others in
the industry will recognise this and encourage and reward
other young people.
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Members of the Johnston Racing team Charlie Johnston,
Michael Flory and Andrew Bottomley are due to visit the BRS
soon to get a better insight into how we train the trainees that
come to the BRS before being found employment with a UK
trainer. This will be informative for both them and us as I’m
sure they’ll offer some suggestions of how we can do it better. I
would encourage any other trainers who would like to see what
we do to visit.

We may have recently been awarded the accolade of
“Outstanding” by Ofsted, but be assured we are “Always
Trying” to be even better.

GRANT HARRIS
Chief Executive
The British Racing School

Sophy’s an inspiration
Prize-money in horseracing and especially for the lesser lights
is a joke. The facts stated in the March issue of the Klarion
bears this out, with the magazine pointing out that the fast-
improving Matterhorn has won five races and been placed in
two others, but collected only just over £40,000 in total.

When it comes to money for media rights, footballers get
fortunes while those in the racing industry get hardly anything
for their extremely hard work. However, after reading the
article about Sophy Scott I have to say what an inspiration she
is to everyone in the sport, and her coming from a non-racing
background too! 

I am sure that at Johnston Racing you have many dedicated
and hard-working staff besides Sophy who are also “worth their
weight in gold”. Stable staff really put the hard graft into a
stable’s efforts and deserve what they get. This is what the sport
of horseracing is all about  --  the owners, the horses, the
trainers and all their hard-working staff putting in time and
effort (in the owner’s case lots of money) to reach the end
product of winning races and then getting lousy prize-money
for doing so. 

Talking of horses I was glad to read that Love Dreams came
out of his bad experience in one piece. Let’s hope that the 2019
flat season is a success for all at Johnston Racing.

SIMON WHYBROW
Southcote, Berks


